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Note: Write all the answers on the answer sheet. 

Mark  :به پاسخ گویی به سوالات موجود در ردیف ها ی  موظفشما دانش آموزان عزیز A تاM  .(% 08) می باشید 
Row 

.5  

 Write the missing letter in each word.                                                                         

1. an old lab_ratory                                2.   cle_r water  

A  

.75   

 Fill in the blanks with the given words. 

medicine   -   natural   -   fact   -   future   -    

 

3. It’s a ____________ that Earth goes around the Sun. 

4. Razi taught _____________ to many young people.  

5. Everyone needs to plan for the _____________.  

B 

1  Read the following conversation and complete it with the appropriate words. 

There is one extra word.  

 

 Ali: Zahra, I was reading a book about famous Iranian (6) ____________. 

Zahra: Really? Such books are not very interesting.  

Ali: That’s right! At first, I had the same idea, (7) ___________ me! 

Zahra: Did you find it (8) ___________? 

Ali: Oh yes. Actually I got many interesting (9) ___________ about them.  

C  

.75 

 

 Match the words with their definitions. One definition is extra. 

a. something that you believe 

  b. to protect someone from danger 

c. strong and well 

d. an endangered wild animal  

10. healthy         ____    

11. cheetah        ____       

12. belief           ____          

 

D  
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1  Circle the correct choice. 

 13. If people ________ care of cheetahs, there is hope for this beautiful animal to live. 

      a. take                       b.  keep                       c. give                     d. pay 

 14. ________ knowledge from the cradle to the grave. 

      a. Try                        b. Grow                      c. Collect                 d. Seek 

 15. One way to keep our body healthy is to ________ our blood. 

      a. pump                    b. donate                     c. carry                    d. defend  

 16. And of Allah’s Signs of Power is the creation of the ________ and the Earth.   

      a. ants                       b. ceremonies             c. heavens                d. wonders               

E 

1.5 

 Circle the correct choice.  
 17. Look at the sky! It _______. 

      a. will rain               b.  is going to rain         c. was raining             d. rains 

 18. Persian zebras are _______ beautiful than African zebras. 

      a. more                    b. the most                     c.  most                      d. the more  

 19. Tina _______ a novel when her mother came in.  

      a. didn’t read           b.  doesn’t read              c. isn’t reading           d.  wasn’t reading        

 20. Mary Curry _______ found uranium. 

      a. himself                 b. myself                       c. herself                    d. itself 

 21. A: Ali is at the door.      B: OK, I ______ it.  

      a. will open              b. am going to open      c. was opening          d. opens  

22. My sister isn’t as________ your brother. 

a. younger              b. as young                   c. young as                d. younger 

F 

.75 
 Unscramble the following sentences. 

23.  Mahsa / Was / called / her mother / when / doing her homework / ?  

     ________________________________________________________________ 

G 

1  Make questions for the underlined parts. 

 24. Mr.Ahmadi will stay in a hotel near a lake tomorrow. 

      ________________________________________________________________  

      ________________________________________________________________ 

H 

.5 

.”I was reading Arabic“ :Sentence       

   Meaning: Not writing Arabic. 

 25. According to the given meaning, which word has an emphatic stress in the above   

       sentence?     

      a. I                            b. was                        c. reading                            d. Arabic 

I 
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 26. What intonation is true for the following short dialogue?   

      A: “Mercury’s orbit is different from other planets’ orbit.”       B: “ Are you sure? ”  

a. rising – falling        b.  rising – rising          c. falling – rising           d. falling – falling         

.75  

 Read the following sentences and write the words in their right forms.  

 27. She ____________ television at the moment. (watch) 

 28. Ali’s brothers are hard-working ___________. (postman) 

 29. The elephant is the____________ land animal. (heavy) 

J 

3.5 
 Read the following words and complete the table by putting a true word in 

each part. (There are some extra words.) 
 

 30.                               walk – mother – remember – modern – rocky – 

              large – Iran – pain – beautiful – red – African 

Nouns Adjectives                 Verbs 

Common Proper Idea Quality Age Action State 

       
 

K 

1.5 

 Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks with suitable choices. 

Microbes are really wonderful. They are 31) ______! They live all around you, on you 

and inside you! Microbes are very small, so you can’t see them. But don’t 32) ______. 

Some microbes make you sick but most others keep you healthy and even help you to 

fight 33) ______.  

31. a) whoever                 b) everywhere         c) whenever            d) everyone 

32. a) carry                      b) hurry                   c) destroy                d) worry 

33. a) disease                   b) cell                      c) body                    d) virus 

L 

2.5 

 Read the passage and answer its questions. 

Many plants and animals die out because of humans. Endangered animals or plants have few 

members and if we don’t protect them, we will not have any more of that type of plant or 

animal on Earth. 

A habitat is a special place where a plant or animal lives. The most dangerous thing humans 

do to endangered animals is destroy their habitats. This is usually because we do not pay 

M 
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attention. When there is an area of land we want to use, we don’t think of what is already 

living there.  

Most of us don’t live near a rainforest. However, that does not mean we are not destroying 

animal habitat. As a town becomes bigger, more houses and businesses are built. The wildlife 

of that place loses their habitat and must find a new one. Wetlands and grasslands are habitats 

that are especially in danger. Thankfully, people are paying more attention to the problem. 

This is the first step toward protecting habitats.  

34. The writer thinks that many animals are endangered because _______. 

       a. there is not enough food for them                  

       b. they are losing their natural homes 

       c. we are not living near their habitats 

       d. hunters don’t pay enough attention 

35. The underlined word “this” in paragraph 2 refers to _______. 

      a. type of plants or animals 

      b. pay attention to animals 

      c.  build houses or businesses  

      d. destroy animals’ habitats  

36. What is the word which means “a special place where a plant or animal lives”?  

       ___________ 

      37.  If we don’t pay attention to endangered animals, they will increase. True       False 

      38.  The first step to help endangered animals is not to destroy their habitats.      

                                                                                                                          True       False 

 

 (% 08) پاسخ دهید. به یکی از دو بخش اختیاریشما مجاز هستید فقط  دانش آموزان عزیز:  
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2 

 Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks with suitable choices. 

When we meet 39) ______ people, we must not forget that we are guests! So, we must respect 

their way of living. When visiting historical and 40) ______ holy places, we must 41) ______ 

them, too. When we visit natural places such as lakes, forests and deserts, we 42) ______ 

protect the plants and wild animals.  

39. a) local                    b) ancient                      c) popular                      d) common 

N 
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40. a) actually                  b) sadly                     c) especially                    d) fortunately 

41. a) meet                       b) respect                  c) save                             d) prepare 

42. a) can                         b) may                       c) will                              d) must  

2 

 Choose the appropriate word to complete the following sentences. 

43. You (shouldn’t / cannot) listen to loud music. It hurts your ears. 

44. I’m not sure, but the tourists (must / may) stay in Iran for two more days. 

45. We watch our favourite sports program (in / on / at) Monday nights.  

46. My uncle painted my room (nice / nicely) 

O 

 3تا  1درس های  -دوم بخش اختیاری  

1 

 One odd out.

47. die out  / live  / kill   / hunt  

48. grow up  / develop  / destroy  / increase  

P 

1  Unscramble the following sentence.  

49.  strong and / daily / keeps / healthy / us / exercise /.  

      _______________________________________________________ 

Q 

2 

 Choose the best word to complete each sentence. 

50. The (babies / babys) are crying. 

51. We (are loving / love) our country. 

52. Maryam and I (ourselves / themselves) did the experiment. 

53. Are you sure this is the (better / best) way of doing? 

R 

 

Total Score: _______ out of 20. 

 

Set by: Zahra Defaee
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Note: Write all the answers on the answer sheet. 

Mark  :به پاسخ گویی به سوالات موجود در ردیف ها ی  موظفشما دانش آموزان عزیز A تاM  .(% 08) می باشید 
Row 

.5  Write the missing letter in each word.                                                                         

1. o                             2.   a  

A  

.75  Fill in the blanks with the given words. 
3. fact                        4. medicine                   5. future  

B 

1  Read the following conversation and complete it with the appropriate words. 

There is one extra word.  

6. scientists                 7. believe                       8. useful                    9. information  

C  

.75  Match the words with their definitions. One definition is extra. 

10. c                11. d               12. a 

D  

1  Circle the correct choice. 

 13. a                14. d               15. b                16. c 

E 

 

1.5  Circle the correct choice.  
 17. b                18. a                19. d                20. c               21. a               22. c 

F 

.75  Unscramble the following sentences. 

23.  Was Mahsa doing her homework when her mother called? 

G 

1  Make questions for the underlined parts. 

 24. Who will stay in a hotel near a lake tomorrow?  

       When will Mr.Ahmadi stay in a hotel near a lake? 

H 

.5  25. c                  26. cI 

.75  Read the following sentences and write the words in their right forms.  

 27. is watching             28. postmen              29. heaviest 

J 
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3.5  Read the following words and complete the table by putting a true word in 

each part. (There are some extra words.)   
30.  

Nouns Adjectives Verbs 

Common Proper Idea Quality Age Action State 

mother Iran pain beautiful modern walk remember 
 

K 

1.5  Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks with suitable choices. 

31. b                    32. d                      33. a 

L 

2.5  Read the passage and answer its questions. 

34. b                 35. d                    36. habitat 

37.  True          False 

38.  True          False 

M 

 (% 08) پاسخ دهید. به یکی از دو بخش اختیاریشما مجاز هستید فقط  دانش آموزان عزیز:  

 4درس  - بخش اختیاری اول 

2  Read the following paragraph and fill in the blanks with suitable choices. 

39. a                40. c                41. b                42. d 

N 

2  Choose the appropriate word to complete the following sentences. 

43. shouldn’t               44. may                45. on                46. nicely 

O 

 3تا  1درس های  -دوم بخش اختیاری  

1  One odd out.

47. live             48. destroy

P 

1 
 Unscramble the following sentence.  

49.   Daily exercise keeps us strong and healthy. 

Q 

2  Choose the best word to complete each sentence. 

50. babies                           51. love        

52. ourselves                      53. best 

R 

 

Total Score: _______ out of 20. 

 

Set by: Zahra Defaee

 


